Jill Worrall Tours March 2022 Newsletter
Hi Everyone
To begin with, it’s over to Elton John (with a small tweak):
You know I'm still standing better than I ever did
Looking like a true survivor, feeling like a little kid
I'm still standing after all this time
Picking up the pieces of my life without Covid on my mind
I'm still standing (Yeah, yeah, yeah)
I'm still standing (Yeah, yeah, yeah)

Yes, I know that in the past year or so, the light at the end of the tunnel has turned out more than
once to be a new oncoming Covid strain but no-one who loves taking tours as much as I do could
hold on this long without being an optimist!
So here I am with news about tours for which I have newly confirmed dates and EVEN info about a
long-haul tour for later this year.

If you would like the full itineraries and price details for any of the tours listed below
please contact Moray at morayj@hot.co.nz or Jill on jill.worrall@xtra.co.nz or call me on
0275 38 99 55. We always try to get the info to you as soon as possible.

2022 Tours
Important note: The Australian Government has just announced that from April 17 travellers TO
Australia (i.e., people like us!) no longer have to do a pre-departure Covid test. This means less
hassle and less expense and is another sign that travel between our two countries is beginning to
return to normal.

Southern Fiords Discovery in conjunction with Heritage Expeditions
June 8-June 16, 2022 – This is now a confirmed departure.

This is a small group, expedition cruise exploring the most remote region of New Zealand, including
areas that can be accessible only by ship. We’ll be travelling aboard the Heritage Explorer, which
provides exceptionally comfortable cabins, wonderful food and best of all a fantastic crew and
exceptionally knowledgeable expedition leader.
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We have only a few cabins left on this cruise so if you want to join me to discover this area before it
properly opens up to more vessels (including the big passenger liners!) now is absolutely the time. I
am unlikely to repeat this tour.
Our cruise will be a mix of leisurely viewing from our home-away-from-home and the option of
getting closer to this stunning region on Zodiac rides. There are also options for coastal walks and
kayaking. I’ve been on Heritage before and was impressed with the way the daily itineraries cater for
all levels of fitness and interests (for example you could opt to stay on board and fish or read if you
don’t want to walk!).
We have a great mix of wildlife viewing, time to admire the scenery but also many opportunities to
learn about the rich Māori and European history of this region. We will be following in the footsteps
of Captain Cook but also renowned conservationists such as Richard Henry.
Our cruise will take in Preservation Inlet, and Breaksea, Dusky and Doubtful Sounds. I have been
fortunate enough to cruise into Doubtful Sound twice, most recently on an overnight trip as part of a
JWT southern NZ tour. Unlike Milford Sound, Doubtful Sound is surrounded by less precipitous
mountains – instead, luxuriant, untouched native forest comes right down to the waterline.
With mists wreathed around the hanging valleys and mountain tops and, at times, mirror-calm water
the Sound was one of the most tranquil and other-worldly places I have ever visited. After the events
of the past two years, the huge benefits of the utter tranquillity and beauty of this area, really can’t
be underestimated!
So, do join me on what is a real once-in-a-lifetime journey.

The Top End
Australia’s Northern Territory
Just confirmed new re-scheduled dates 14 to 23 August 2022
After a number of false starts with this tour we really are all scheduled to go! We can still accept a
few late bookings so please let us know as soon as possible if you would like to join me.
With quarantine now a thing of the past and, by August, the potential for fewer tests being required,
this will be travel to Oz much more the way it used to be!
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If you hadn’t thought about this tour before, now is the time to reconsider! One huge plus is that
we’ll be leaving mid-winter in New Zealand for the sub-tropical temperatures of Australia’s Far
North. Warm evenings, the chance for a swim and lots of sunshine - reasons enough to join me.
Of course, there’s also a great itinerary, including Darwin, Katherine Gorge and Kakadu and Lichfield
national parks. The scenery will be spectacular but there’s also intriguing WW2 history and I’ve made
sure we get to meet people from various Aboriginal tribes who will introduce us to their own
amazing history and culture.

Greece – yes, the Island Hopping in Greece tour is back!
Aug 31 – Sept 19 (approx) 2022
This tour, originally planned for 2020, was a confirmed departure BC (Before Covid) and even last
month, many of the travellers who had booked to join me island-hopping our way from Athens to
Crete, Mykonos, Santorini and Rhodes had decided 2022 was a bit soon for them. BUT, then we had
a surge of interest from an entirely new group of travellers keen to start their long-haul adventures
as soon as possible.
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So, we have new dates for the tour (flight details are still being confirmed) but the fantastic itinerary
I’d prepared in conjunction with my long-time friend and European tour operator Zlatko, is exactly as
it was before.
This means we will have a week on the legendary island of Crete, visit Santorini, Mykonos and
Rhodes along with stops at a number of much smaller and less well-known islands.
As some of you know, the original tour was also going to be an excuse for a Greek birthday party for
me and, along with another great Greek night out, to celebrate other milestone events for group
members. And those two parties are still in the itinerary!
A note about the war in Ukraine: I realise at the time of writing that war is still raging in Ukraine,
a nightmare for Ukrainians and a very anxious time for the rest of the world. I understand that
some people could well have reservations about travel to Europe this year because of the war.
However, everyone sees things differently. In terms of proximity – Athens is about the same
distance from Kyiv, Ukraine’s capital, as Bluff is from Kaitaia.
You have my assurance that we would never proceed with the tour if the situation in Europe
deteriorates further.

The Great South-Western Edge
Western Australia
Sept 30 – Oct 13, 2022
Another rescheduled tour but now with reconfirmed dates and already plenty of interest from
travellers. This tour is scheduled for the prime season for both WA famous spring wildflowers and
also for whale-watching in the warm waters of the Indian Ocean.
The tour is a great blend of scenic wonders, wildlife encounters, history and time to simply relax.
Many of the areas we will be visiting are still totally off the more well-beaten tourist spots.
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The Grand Circuit of Tasmania
Oct 16 to Oct 30, 2022
This tour is another with reconfirmed departure dates and we are close to having enough bookings
to make it a confirmed departure very soon. Good travel news during the pandemic has been very
thin on the ground but one bonus has been the reinstatement of direct flights between Auckland
and Hobart, making getting to and from Tasmania so easy. This tour takes in a huge range of
Tasmania’s highlights along with some less well-known sights and experiences. There is also a night
each in two of the island’s premier lodges, including Cradle Mountain.

And what do you think of this for November?????
I’m keen to know if we have travellers who would be interested in coming with me to Oman and the
Gulf States – provisional dates 20 November/05 December this year. More than two years ago I
developed an itinerary taking in three of the United Arab Emirates and then a week in Oman and
thought late this year would be a great time to revive it! I’ve also travelled in Oman so have firsthand experience of how fascinating it is.
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This holiday will begin in Dubai with a special tour focusing on Dubai’s spectacular architecture and
will include an elevator ride up the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa.
We’ll then travel to Sharjah and stroll through its souks (markets) and world class museums. Sharjah
is a Unesco Cultural Capital of Arabian Culture. In Abu Dhabi we will visit the Louvre Abu Dhabi and a
falcon hospital among other attractions.
We then move to Oman, an Arabian country that treasures its traditions. There are no modern
skyscrapers here but authentic Arabian experiences. We have a week to travel around the country
visiting everything from builders of traditional Arabian dhows (small ships), oasis, date plantations
and livestock markets, palaces and forts. We’ll also spend a night in comfort in a desert camp and
meet the Bedouin people.
What I’m especially pleased about with this itinerary is that there are a number of meals with local
families included, giving us a chance to meet people properly and understand a little more about
their lives.

The Gulf States and Oman are an ideal way to get back into international travel after all the stresses
and worries of the past two years as they have an excellent infrastructure for travellers, world class
health care, hotel and food standards and stable societies but at the same time so many new sights
and experiences to enjoy.
If you are interested in this tour, please let me know as soon as possible. This does not commit you
to anything but will give me an indication as to whether to get my Middle Eastern operator to
confirm the tour dates and itinerary.
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On the Home Front
I’ve still been working all hours at two vaccination clinics. I estimate that since I started this work in
August, I’ve probably registered more than 5000 people for their shots! It’s been very satisfying, but
I can’t wait to get back to one of my ‘real’ jobs – taking my tours. As some of you will have seen I’m
now back in print again with articles appearing online on Stuff, in the Sunday Star Times and in other
daily newspapers.
The two grandchildren are doing well. Zoe is now six weeks old and growing fast. Natey is a doting
big brother. Their parents are suffering from lack of sleep but with me working in town several days
a week I’m able to help out regularly with a couple of night shifts each week.
Jono and Em have had Covid but thankfully are on the mend, a huge relief as Em is now more than
20 weeks’ pregnant. They are expecting a baby girl in late July.
We’re all good at Chez Worrall-Burrows. I’m about to dig up a bit more lawn for more plants and
Derek is almost out of the bad books after ‘pruning’ my lovely new plum tree without supervision!
So that’s all for this month. Do please stay in touch, even if it’s nothing to do with tours. I do really
miss not only travelling with you but the friendship and contact I have with you all.

Best wishes
Jill
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